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um we're gonna have a good time today and we just um
are excited for what God wants to do but um
I've got some special guests I wanna bring up
but before we do
I know the Lord is speaking to me about
the joy of the Lord
um and the Lord wants us to walk in strength
he wants us to be in strength all the time
and there's an importation for the joy of the Lord
and I just know that there's no
fluffy way to bring that
there's nothing we need to sort of do except to receive
and so Beck and I were talking about that
and just going Lord
what does that mean
the joy of the Lord is our strength
and he just simply said
it's my joy
it's the joy of the Lord
and I'm like Lord
I know there's an impartation of your joy
the Bible says to be strong in the Lord
and in the power of his might
but how can you be strong in the Lord
unless you have the joy
which is your strength
so if you need joy
just stand up
I just wanna pray
I wanna interrupt this broadcast
and just release the joy of the Lord
and you may need just a refreshing joy on your call
on your purpose
you may need a refreshing joy on relationships
you may need a refreshing of the lord's joy
and how he feels about you
what he thinks about you



you may need to laugh at your enemy
ha ha ha ha ha ha
you may need to just be filled with the spirit of joy
and the new wine of the spirit just to let God's joy
on you and so I'm gonna pray some too father
I thank you that God when the nations are ready
around us and the earth and the kings of the earth are
jocking for position
you sit in the heavens and laugh
and God I just thank you that in this hour
that's our posture
we're seated with you in heavenly places
we're seated with you in heavenly places
and we laugh and we laugh and we laugh and we laugh
and we laugh and we laugh come on
come on ha ha ha ha
and we laugh and we laugh and we laugh and we laugh
and we laugh and we laugh and we laugh ha ha ha yes
Lord yes God
yes Lord God
I just thank you
the dots the joy of the Lord and god
we receive that importation today
we receive the perspective that makes you laugh
what are you looking at
what are you looking at god
that makes you laugh
what do you sing from your perspective
haha that's that's what I want
I just am seated with you in heavenly places
and the view up here is great
the view up here is great
can you laugh about that
come on yes ha
and some of you
you just need to prime the pump
some of you haven't laughed for a long
long time and you just need to start off
as Rodney says
start off in the natural
start off in the natural
and you just need to
that pump and just go God
I'm gonna sit with you in the heavens and laughs
and laugh if that's what you're doing over my problems
if that's what you're doing over my stress
if that's what you're doing over our region



and over chaos in the US and around the world
if you sit in the heavens and laugh
then I wanna know what you're looking at
and so father
I release your joy today
and I break off all heaviness off of every one of you
all heaviness
all heaviness from second heaven
information instead of third heaven revelation
of you right now
we just say you're seated in heavenly places right now
to have the perspective of God
and if you have the perspective of God
then the outcome is joy
joy joy joy and God
we just thank you that we're not going to have
any other thought or any other emotion in our mind
in our heart
in our bellies right now
and we just say
let the river flow out of your belly
shall flow rivers of living water
and I release it now
I release it now
I release it now
I release the joy of the Lord
which is your strength
which is your strength
which is your strength
you can make yourself
if you can make yourself be stressful by thinking
on stressful things
if you can talk yourself into a frenzy of
feeling overcome
then you can make yourself laugh
no I'm just gonna wait until the Lord does it
don't you can make yourself praying the spirit
you can make yourself do
all kinds of things that God's just anointed you to do
sometimes you just need to make yourself laugh
just do it just do it
there you go
just do it just do it
I know I know
and then once you do
it feels like just all of a sudden the rivers
the well starts to unclog



and you just get out and you just laugh
and what happens is your laugh today is contagious
your laugh somebody next to you needs your laugh
so I'm gonna stretch you
turn to somebody and give them your laugh
turn to somebody
ha ha ha and give them your laugh
ha ha ha ha yeah
if you want joy
take it if you want joy
take it ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
you might just even blast them
come on
we gotta get some joy up in here
which is our strength
and we're not gonna stop until we're all strong
we're not gonna stop until we're God strong today
and his joy is our strength
there's a secret in that
that's not just a good Christian one liner
there's a secret to that
and so Lord
we know you have taught us
how to linger in your presence until the joy shows up
till the joy shows up
some of you might be sitting here today going
I ain't doing it
I wanna be in my attitude
instead of gratitude
I want my attitude
and the Lords like
don't give me your attitude
and I'll give you my gratitude
and get some joy up in your heart
get some joy up in your mind
this is what Christians do
this is what we do
this is what we do
thank you Lord joy
joy joy joy
joy we need joy
we need joy
we need your joy
we need your joy
we need your joy
you sit in the heavens and laugh
you sit in the heavens and laugh



and we're gonna laugh with you God
we're gonna laugh with you
alright alright
I think we're just getting there
almost there
so turn to someone next to you
and give him your laugh again
come on come on
do it do it
ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha come on
give him your laugh
yes
you know what
sometimes you can cast out heaviness
that's just how it works
and then sometimes you gotta crowd it out don't you
you gotta crowd it out
sometimes you can cast it out
and sometimes you have to crowd it out
and you just have to make a decision
listen I'm going in a frame of mind
that equals separation from the Lord
and if I keep going that way
and if I don't have the mind in me
which is in Christ
I start to separate myself from all that is his
not just people around me
but I start to separate myself from all that is his
and we don't wanna do that
and just to know
I'm just to have a visual of the Lord Jesus Christ face
if we could put that up on the screen
and you could see that Jesus right now
if we had uh one of our
one of our camera guys
maybe Sawyer
he just needs to get translated into heaven
with that camera
and just look on the face of Jesus
laughing over the nations right now
the joy of the Lord is your strength
if you need joy in your life
if you need joy in your marriage
if you need joy right now
and you recognize that anything less than joy is a
robbery of what God's given
then today you make yourself to laugh



like David said
oh you bless the Lord
oh my soul you bless him
and forget not all of his benefits right now
call to memory his benefits right now and do that
until the joy of the Lord becomes your strength
Paul said I think myself happy
I know where it begins
and it begins in the thought traffic
and often when you have to say to yourself
be joyful in the Lord
I know it's counterintuitive
that's part of the secret of warfare
you are anointed to say to your body
it's time to laugh
it's time to get the joy of the Lord
and I know this is warfare
I know I'm laughing for someone not
maybe you may be laughing for yourself
or you may be laughing for someone who can't laugh
that wants to
I often do that Lord
I just grab my guitar
I'll be in my upper room
and I'll say Lord
I wanna sing you a song
and then about 10 minutes into it all
all all of a sudden hear him say
now I want you to sing for the man who can't sing today
sing for the woman who can't sing
start dancing for the homeless guy
on the corner downtown
and I just begin to get people's faces in my mind
and I start singing
or dancing for the one who doesn't know how to
and I'll just do that for the region
I'll just do that for people
I'll do that for you
sometimes I'm just like wait a minute
I'll get I'll get the residue because I'm the conduit
but often this is for someone else as well
so Lord there's so much going on
what's the posture of Jesus
and your Bible says he sits in the heavens and laughs
that's gotta mean something to somebody
that's gotta mean something
he's so joyful about the plan that he has for you



he's so joyful
he's like they're stressing down there
and I am laughing up here because I see tomorrow
and I see all that they're going through
and all that they're facing
and all that they're walking through
and just like love is a choice
so is joy so is joy
make a choice
make a choice
make a choice
make a choice
make a choice
and don't partner with the second heaven
don't partner with your flesh
don't partner with the devil
and make yourself laugh
now somebody needs some wisdom today
somebody needs your making decisions
and you need to make those decisions in the peace
and in the joy of the Lord
somebody is just making some decisions that
are life changing decisions
and God's going
you better make those out of peace
you better make those out of joy
you better not react to stress and pressure around you
that's not heaven
some of you have gotten caught up in in 2nd heaven
information
the enemies trying to lead you astray
literally doing what the devil does
and that is setting a trap for your future
and today you're just gonna catch the thief
and you're gonna go
I'm not going that way
I'm not going that way
I'm not making a decision without peace
I'm not making the decision outside of your word
I'm not letting that flesh hook
that's trying to get in me
and you can feel it right now
and there's a decision you have to make
this is this decision
if you don't get this flesh hook out of you
it's gonna cost you 10 years of your life
get it out of your life



make the decision right now
God's will God's way
God's will God's way
there's somebody here who needs to hear that
maybe you're watching online
you need to hear that
God's will God's way
you think you're making a decision
to better your future
and God saying
if it's not in the word
don't do it
if it's against my nature
don't do it
if it's just feeding your flesh or the second heaven
don't do it
save yourself the next 10 years
because the enemy is leading you into a trap
it's one of his schemes
and you need to be told
don't go his way right now
and you just thank God that you caught the devil
I love what um Danny Silk
no Bob John said this uh he said
the dogs of doom
are constantly growling at the door of your destiny
he says then
if you haven't heard the dogs of doom lately
then you might not be as close to your door
as you would like to be
yes
he says but the funny thing is
is when you get on the other side
and the closer you just make a decision to get to
the door of your destiny
you find out those dogs of doom aren't
big Rottweilers that you thought they were
the little Chihuahuas with megaphones
and you find
this was the distraction that I let get me off course
this was the distraction that I let get me off course
there's a lot to laugh about today
there's a lot to laugh about today
all right well
I love you and this
this weekend
Freedom Weekend all I mean



not just 4th of July is coming up
but this whole weekend is
is Freedom Weekend and independence from slavery
I mean how about that
what a great day right now to be celebrating
our freedom from slavery really
there's so much going on
Becky and iron
have been invited by Johnny and Elizabeth in low
to join them on the rise tour
we're we're praying about that
um but what I'm really interested in
is all the fivefold leaders that are joining um
the rise tour and coming to their meetings
they're doing one meeting in every
all 50 states
and it's gonna take them you know
the next 48 months
50 months and they're going um
one by one in every state
and um I said
there's a new ecclesia
there's a new leadership that's emerging
I want the leaders
I want the leaders
and so that's what they're doing
is they're just sending us all the leaders
and every month
we're doing a follow up to wherever they stop
and we're setting up apostolic resource centers in
all 50 states and it's
it's my pleasure
because I recognize that there's uh
the face of Christianity is going through
a purging right now and a change that God's doing
and he's super
I mean talk about something to laugh about
he's super excited about the change that's coming
where Jesus Christ literally
he built the church on the foundations of the apostles
and prophets with himself as the cornerstone
he is the reason why
he is the reason why we do everything we love
we love people
but we love Jesus more
and so we're setting up these embassies
if you will



in all 50 states
so that we can understand how
practically do you bring transformation
we love prayer
and we love powerful connections
but we understand that prayer alone
and powerful connections
if you don't do anything with that
transformation will not happen
so there's some things we've Learned along the way
to bring transformation
but prophetically
you've got to get into what god is doing
in all of these different regions
because he's got a blueprint
and a plan and a strategy for every region
and so we are excited to partner with them
as the Lord leads
but for us as an apostolic resource center
I want to bring resource to these leaders who are going
ECLA Sia who
what does that even
look like what what what
all we know is what we've known about church and gosh
you can't even see
say ecclesia or the word that Jesus used for church
without knowing it has to do with transformation
the ecclesia
is a word that wasn't even a Christian word
it was a local word in that time for Rome that
and for the Greeks
that talked about what it means to govern
in the city gates
and so God's doing something to define
what Christianity looks like in this hour
and how we literally and practically transform
cities and nations of the world
so I'm super excited about that
I'm also excited
uh to send the youth off to Bethel
that's gonna be super fun too
and then um
also our free food market team
you guys are amazing
and you guys give out to our community every month
and um that's right now too
that's tomorrow



and so we're super excited about those
who are serving at our free food market
and those who serve from this tribe
but also from other churches and places around
and so today
I just wanted to highlight to
you some of what we're doing
and if you've
ever wondered what an apostolic resource center is
well we're a tribe of powerful people
establishing kingdom culture
and bringing heaven to earth in every spirit society
and so what does that look like for you
on a practical level
what does that look like for me
and then how we get together
this summer
we're going to be um
connecting with a lot of ministries as we normally do
summers aren't sort of a time off for us
but just acceleration and um
we love doing that
we love being a resource to the body of Christ
as Chris mentioned
we just sent a team up to Tacoma to partner with um
Nathan French and the awaken the planet team
and so they were up there capturing what God was doing
and I just knew soul
soul soul souls
and that gods
and that we get a harvest
and the vision that I got while I was praying for them
as they were gone
was that we wouldn't know um
until we got to heaven
and one of the camera I saw
I had a picture of one of our camera crew
and somebody came up to them in heaven
like years from now and said
thank you for being on the camera team
for that weekend
that I gave my life to Jesus
and anybody who had a part in their salvation like that
from prayer
to the behind the scenes
to whatever
they were super grateful for



and wanted to find them in heaven
so that they could thank them for doing that
I love that
part of my calling is to just get out prophetically
and just go God
what are you doing
how can we partner in the Grace that we have
you can't do everything
so you got to hear the Lord
and how do we partner
and how do we make sure god
that we are a light
a city on a hill to our region
and we want the church blessed in Central Oregon
and then we want them blessed to be a blessing
and then we want all of Central Oregon blessed
that's just the vision that we have
we want Central Oregon to be a place that
people come from all over
not just for its beauty
but whatever god wants to use to attract them
because he created that beauty
let them come here and find Jesus
find the one who created all this beauty
and so we do that in every spirit of society media
we do that in education
we do that in government
we do that in family
we do that in the church mountain
in arts and entertainment
whatever god gives us
whatever Grace that God gives us
we wanna be faithful
and the church is in desperate need of those who um
want to and have a hunger to transform
uh and be that light
and so we get an opportunity to do that
and today what I wanna do is um
we get an opportunity to launch our Glory
Light Transformation Center and we
uh have been going after that for a couple years now
and just praying about it and just saying Lord
what does this look like I know personally
because of what he said to me
gosh about two years ago or more um
that deliverance and inner healing would become one of
the most powerful ministries in the body of Christ



and so it was time to launch uh
that kind of ministry
and so my mom and I have been praying
uh with others
and they uh
we have just
done something that I want you to hear about
we did a thing
and so would all of
our glory Light Transformation team come on up
thank you
we might do we might need an extra chair then
why don't you have her sit right here and I'll stand up
I'll stand
all right we're gonna give you guys a
mic to pass around actually
I'll give you two mics to pass around
one on this side
and I just want to uh
tell a little bit of
the story of what we've all been up to and then
ask you guys just a few questions about glory light
what you what we're passionate about
what the ministry is
so that you guys can all just be aware
and then those of you watching
um our live stream now
these are sessions that you can come to been
you can fly in
you can bring your team to
you can come as an individual
but you can also get those online
and there's digital sessions that you uh
can sign up for and have those right where you are
so if you're wondering gosh uh
how do I you know
come to bend and it's expensive and all of that um
to fly here
you are not limited to that anymore
we have digital sessions
and I just wanna talk about that
now when I say inner healing and deliverance
it's super easy for people to check out and just go
I'm cool I don't need it
but I'm telling you
you cannot fulfill what God's called you to
because it is such a



supernatural thing that he's called you to
without inner healing and deliverance
I'm telling you
you can't be on this planet for 4
minutes as a human being without needing inner healing
and we all need it
and we all need it
we all need
just like today
we need the joy of the Lord
we need to understand Lord
what are the roadblocks
in our heart that are hindering us
from 100% of the fullness of what you've called me too
and I'm not just talking about
just 100% of knowing what he's called you to
I'm talking about
100% of walking in what he's called you to sadly
people who don't get inner healing
80% of them never find convergence for their life
I'm not okay with that statistic
80% of Christians
don't find convergence for the life and
where opportunity meets what they're passionate about
and then the inner healing and the work
the deep dive
that they've done in their own heart
prepares them for such a time as this
we need inner healing
and so ladies
I'm just gonna jump off
and first of all
thank you for giving your life to this ministry
you've all been doing this for a long time
you've all given your life to this
this isn't just something we talked about last Tuesday
is it and you guys are all
you guys have been given your life to see
the body of Christ whole
I mean if John
the Baptist called himself a friend of the bride group
I'm a friend of Jesus
I just wanna
I just rejoice when the bride
groom meets the bride
and that's what you all have been doing as preparing um
the bride to meet her groom



and so thank you for that mom
I wanna start off um
you came to me with this vision
um quite some time ago
and I just wanna start off with a question for you
um when did God give you that dream
and how did he give it to you
just talk a little bit about the foundation
wow this on yes
wow I've always had this vision
from the time I was a child
my God dumped in me
I love for people
I love people all people
I think I was taught that way as a child
my father was a pastor
and it was always you love everybody equally
you know you love the unlovely
you love everybody
and I just always have
I've never had a problem with that
God has just given me this incredible love
but it actually
wasn't until I went through some of my own trauma as
when I got married and went through a lot of the things
for 35 years
and had shame and everything else
and the song you sang today
Bobby was really
kind of wrecked me a little bit
was when we come desperate for the glory of god
when we come to that place
where we want that incredible intimacy with Jesus
and we will do anything to get it
then deliverance can come
come on and so
that's where he brought me
was through the trauma in my life
was to bring me to that place
where I was so hungry for Jesus
I didn't care about anything anymore
quit people pleasing
and all these other things that were part of my life
and all the things that held me back
from the ministry that god had called me to
and so starting this
this is always been on my heart



and we've done this before
but not to this degree
I am so thankful for these practitioners here
that have joined us
because they've been doing this for over 25 years
some of them
and so as a
as a profession
and so we have been very grateful to have them
beginning six years ago or so
starting to attend our church
but they were always out in the field
you know going everywhere
and so we started meeting with them
at first thinking
let's glean from them and see what not to do
you know that's the best thing to do
you know yeah
so we gleed has several meetings with a group of
people from Sozo and other things
and the more we got into it
Bobby spoke to me one time when we met alone and says
do you think they join us
and volunteer some at their time
and I thought no
I didn't even think of that
because I thought they're way too busy
they're always traveling and around the world
administering to people
and they get paid for that
so you know
it's like we can't afford that
but they have volunteered that
and so we're very
very grateful
we still will be charging
because they're worthy of their hire
they all are
counseling and therapy is a billion dollar business
I mean our Christian
ladies here should be able to get paid for those things
just saying
anyhow the desires been in my heart always
and I'm so excited about this
this is a dream come true
and with the help of others here
that it's become much bigger than I



had expected it to be
Linda and I started and talked with Bobby to begin with
and started getting the fire going
and it happened in a ministry when we
were somebody was here preaching
and we both looked at each other and says
you got it didn't you
it's like we knew we were commissioned again
in our old age
that was a little scary to us
but we were commissioned again
and we started just wanting to pray with people
just go to lunch and pray with people
and that's all we did for a while
it's just the two of us praying
and then Bobby says
let's reorganize
and so we did that
and that's where this is all started yeah
that's so powerful
isn't that great
now these these gals
I you gotta laugh at them because if if
if I sick them on you right now
you just be wrecked in like 30 seconds I mean
they just live in love to see the glory of God released
and and if they're the dynamic duo
so they did
they hit me up and uh
did you wanna say something
I was just gonna say what
what do you call us
yes Nitro and glycerin
that's become our nickname
haha so Bam
and catch us if you can
catch us if you can yeah
and all these gals live that way
catch us if you can
and so they are
as Pat said
wonderfully
they're giving their lives to this and again
it just shows
the motive of why they all do what they do
and so gals
I want to jump off and tell us



some amazing glory stories that you've seen
in the inner healing
just one or two of you just stand out
with a glory story that comes to mind that
where you've seen someone just radically
blessed by that ministry
well one of my favorite
one of our favorites is
we got a call from a man on the East Coast
and he was in his mid 40s and he was dying
his organs were beginning to shut down
and he was married to a doctor
very wealthy man
very well to do businessman
married and had three children
and so he called us and he said
will you come and minister to my wife and I
and so we prayed about it
and you know
this guy is been to Mayo Clinic
he's been to every doctor he's dying
anyway just an awesome guy
his name is Frank
he's given his full permission to tell his testimony
anyway so we fly to the East Coast
and before we flew there
the Lord told Martha Nice separately
that there was a curse put on his life
and so when we knew going in that there was a curse
and so when we got there and did the initial interview
we didn't tell him anything that god had shown us
in the interview
he shared with us that he had just found out that his
ex mother in law had voodoo dolls
and was doing active voodoo on him and his wife
and so through
through the process of the ministry
we were able to walk him through forgiving his ex
mother in law
breaking off the word curse
and I want to tell you
he was completely and totally healed and
this is a mighty man of god
he just spoke at the
United Nations in New York a couple years ago
so that's just
God is so good to him



be the glory come on
that's awesome
we just we do a lot of things with discipleship
training schools in the northwest especially
and we just spoke to one of our young women um
Tuesday I think it was Thursday
Wednesday one day last week
and she came to us broken wounded
lots of abuse in her past
didn't know if she'd go on with the Lord
didn't know if she wanted to
thought she would just go hide somewhere in a corner
and just get a job and make money and call it good
and we said
you know no
but god has for you
so we haven't talked to her for about a year
she called us Thursday
Thursday I think it was to say
you won't believe what's going on
I'm going down to San Diego to lead Disciple ships
training school to set San Diego on fire for the youth
haha wow so
so I mean it just
the turnaround that you see in people's lives yeah
that's why we do this
come on it's like
let's set the church on fire yeah
let's get the eclacea doing what the eclacea does
yeah and so it just makes us excited
those kinds of phone calls where people are like
my life is different
I'm gonna train young people to serve the Lord
and to go after the souls of men yes amen
thank you God
that's awesome
so yes so my story is kind of a combined of a lot of um
a really glory stories that I saw over about a years
period of time
I had been working at a church in Salem doing um
inner healing and homeless ministry
directing that whole ministry for about 10 years or so
and the Union Gospel Mission had heard about us
that we were actually
having a lot of success with people
so they invited us to come and minister to
their women coming off the street



which was just the most fruitful
I was the most amazing time that I have had in my whole
25 issues of doing this
so it was so
fun to see women that had complete stolen identities
they were coming out of witchcraft
um abusive situations
drugs alcohol
you name it
they came in and got delivered
and then we would prophesy over them their destiny
so we heard so many testimonies of those gals
going out and doing what they were really called to do
cause they just had stolen identities and destiny
so that was really fun yeah
that's so good yo
for me one of the things that is very important is to
realize that
there is a willingness of heart of someone coming in
many people have come to us
and they said to us
I wish I had done it sooner
I wish I had taken the steps
why did I wait until I
I'm in my seventies or 80s
we had a cow that came in at 87 years old
and I tell you what
she was a wife of a high power attorney down in LA
and she came in
and she was liberated
she was healed
she was restored
and she was so excited wow
wow 87 never too late
come on come on
wow
well I went to Robin and Martha and went through some
the process of what they do
and I had felt like
you know that I was pretty free
pretty bold and confident
cause I continue in the word of god constantly
and ever since I came back to the Lord
and when I was 45 years old
I've read the Bible
and looked in it and saw the words about that
you know that we can cast out demons and



in the name of Jesus and do all those things
so soon very
very beginning
I was doing it
I read it I did it
and he said so
so I did so
and when they
when they ministered to me
when they ministered to me
there was still things in the generational um
past that needed to be broken in my life
and there is a difference I believe
and I believe it's
for the generation that's coming ahead
that I have children
grandchildren
and great grandchildren and so forth
so those things were done to bring an effect
not only to me
but to the rest
so I just am thankful that these ladies come into our
vicinity where we're at
and joined us and is releasing what they're releasing
over this congregation
yeah and willing to uh
just take the time
it's a three day
three day thing
I took the whole long thing and
and it wasn't long
it was a joy
at first I dreaded it
and then all of a sudden
I Learned a long time ago
if you got a dread
you need to go
right right
you need to come forth so
I just want to bless these ladies for all they're doing
and bless Bobby and Becky for stepping out themselves
and taking that opportunity and chance
yeah cause this is not an easy battle yeah
your battle is not with flesh and blood
yeah but with principalities
and powers and rulers of darkness
but remember



we get strongholds from childhood up in
those things need to be broken and healed
so good okay
I've got one last question
Robin I want to start with you
then anybody else can jump off of this if you want
you know maybe you're like me
maybe maybe not
and you saw a movie in the 70s that freaked you
out about deliverance
and you just think
I am not gonna go
I'm not gonna go
and have them chasing me around the house with a cross
uh a silver one um
and so explain for those who don't know what a session
a glory light session looks like
what's gonna happen to them
so they're not freaking out
the first thing we can deliver them from is control
but then after that
just calm the nerves
what happens in a glory light session
okay well we're going to have two different
that we're gonna offer 90 minutes sessions
which you would come in
and that would be an area
in your life that you need some freely
freedom and healing in
so that will be a combination of all kinds of
different things that will happen in that meeting
you know and everything from healing
dealing with your beliefs and
and deliverance is basically
demons attach themselves to us
because they have legal ground
whether through our bloodline
traumas in our life beliefs
all kinds of different ways
and so once you
go through the prayer of breaking off the
the legal ground
why demons are attached to us
then we simply just tell him to go
in Jesus name
it's really no big deal I mean
deliverance is really so simple and so easy



now the other ministry
that we're going to be offering is five
three hour sessions
and that's for somebody who really says
I want god to go through every
nook and cranny in my life
from the day I was conceived to the present moment
and so we do
everything from interview
to breaking off generational stuff
identifying our faults
police false identity
replacing that with God's truth
healing from hurts and traumas
and then a thorough deliverance
those are just a few of
the things we do in those sessions
but we're also offering um
12 three hour sessions for couples
so we'll be meeting with the couple
on the first session
they will do their five individual sessions
and then we bring them back together
for one final session in the end
and it is completely life changing
Martha and I've gone into churches
and taken the pastors
all the leadership
their worship leaders through
and it is transformed their churches
so it's not just for people that are broken
it is for everybody
that's so good
yeah come on yeah yeah
so again you can just look in the
eyes of these precious gals and see their love for uh
for you and for the body of Christ
and that's where it all begins
they just love Jesus
and they love people and they wanna see him free
and so as Robin mentioned
um we've developed 90 minutes sessions
and then we've developed the more intensive sessions
and then on in even for couples and so
um these are things again
that you could take
advantage of by going to our website



um equal mountain dot global
you can go into resources and look for glory light
Transformation Center and again
that's accessible to you
um live here
local um or
um on a digital platform that we've created
um with Chris and in the team as well
so uh we're just excited to launch this today
and we just wanted to make that public to you all
and we all will need it from time to time
I need a 90 minute
you know just Lord
just wash me
it's that time when Jesus
when Peter just said
well Jesus said to Peter
your feet get dirty
and he's like
gosh I want
just give me the whole shining buff
and he is like
well you just need your feet
while you just need a 90 minute
that's my paraphrase
you just need a 90 minute with these gals um
but I think that
um you know
just having that as often as you need that
knowing that you can
and then you can do a deep dive too
and we all need that
we all need that as well and so
um anything to say before we yeah
another thing to remind you
is that if you're not able to come
we do Skype or zoom
and at first
Robin and I thought that it wouldn't work
well we've been doing it
and it's like you just present it
there's no space between us and them
we have done people in Ecuador
Australia New Zealand
Italy so there's no space yeah
so it can happen God
God is not limited by the internet at all



and one thing I wanna say to
I think someone here needs to hear this um
the woman that we spoke to on Thursday
my husband I
who's in the Midwest right now
he's sitting here
but you can't see him um
uh she said
cause she came to us with lots of broken relationships
just woundedness with her parents
her mom lots of things
and she said
my mom and I are talking again wow
I have friendships that have been restored
so when you go through deliverance right
there's a spiritual thing that we can't see
I owe God give us eyes to see
but what happens is our relationships around us
suddenly get healed
it's a mystery in the beauty of what god does
she just kept singing the praises of all our
friendships and friendships that have been restored
in her life in the last year
it's a beautiful thing when God does this
that's so good
I will add that um
once you get the language of this
and you've gone through this yourself
you can do this own
you don't have to always come to these ladies
we have had that
even I I mean
just working with these ladies
I've Learned the language and ended up doing this
and we've had two miracles of my own family yeah
since this all began yeah
and so there
those are sweet times
I mean it can happen like that
that those things
but you definitely need that cleaned out
once you learn that you have the power over
and you can do this
and it's an incredible thing
so also I wanted to add that we do have workshops that
for support backup
those that need help



or those that just wanna come and learn
how to do this
as far as ministering to other people
if you have family or
grandchildren
whoever you feel
this might help you
learn how to pray for them
then come to the workshop
since the first
Thursday of the month
every month for um
from 6:00 to 7:30
and one of these gals are teaching at it
uh at every workshop
so you're gonna hear uh
a great in depth teaching
and have a time for Q&A and questions
and things that you may be facing
or family members or people you're praying for
may be facing
and you just wanna ask specific questions
that's what these workshops are for
or maybe you've gone through your own
inner healing session
and you just need um
a follow up and a strength
and a reminder on how to keep that healing
that's what these workshops are for
so can we give them a hand a big hand
yeah thanks you guys thank you so much
thank you
thank you
alright well
I just wanna pray for you and don't forget to um
sign up for a Glory Light Transformation Center session
if you need one
90 minutes or beyond um
we all need those and we're making those available
as I mentioned
um to anybody that's leaders from around the globe
individuals
anybody who wants it um
this is this is our time to be free
this is our time to walk in
the destiny that God's given to us
and we don't want one person to go um



untouched by the Grace of god
not one person
and so we just want to present that to you
and ladies thank you
thanks for all the time and the effort
all that we've done behind the scenes
uh now for for a quite some time
and all that you individually have done behind
the scenes to cultivate this love and life for people
so I just wanna pray for you
would you stand and let me just bless you
and then I'm gonna call Chris up
and we're gonna get into some sweet barbecue
we're gonna throw sawdust on the wood floor
and start line dancing
something like that
something like that
you can feel the joy of the Lord still in the room huh
I'm liable to start preaching
but I've Learned I've Learned the hope
the Becky spirit will get after me
so Lord thank you so much for the joy of the Lord
that is our strength
God I thank you for the importation of the glory
Lord when you said to name it glory light
we said yes
father we will
so Lord just shine your glory light
let this be a commissioning
not just of these ladies today but of um
oh sorry ladies
come on back up here
supposed to lay hands on you real quick
y'all stick with me
we got something to do
got something
can you just stand right up across here
just stand right up across here and face the people
I just wanna quickly lay hands on you
DOC would you come and just stand behind just in case
they're prone to sudden births of enthusiasm
so Lord we just commissioned these gals
for the name and the sake and the fame of Jesus Christ
and we just released for anointing Lord
more than they ever thought
more than they could ever dream Lord
Lord the plan that's in your heart for this



the plan that's in your heart for this
exceedingly and abundant
only above all that they could ask or think
we release the glory light
the glory light to be released
the glory light
Lord it could
all that you've given to them
the equipping that's in their spirit
soul and body
we release the glory light to touch the nations
more than they've ever known
and we just say to your body
to your physical health
now be strengthened in the Lord
and in the power of his might be whole
be made whole in Jesus name
and all that you need for this new season of glory
light more than you could have ever dreamed
the Lord says
more than you could have ever dreamed
you said yourself apart to love well
and I release on you a commission
for the rest of your life
in the name of Jesus
in the name of Jesus
in the name of Jesus
I release the power and the anointing and father
thank you that they're willing to raise up
Lord those volunteers
and in part
what they've received
so Lord release now this apostolic commission
and a man let it be now father
the nations
as you empower us to equip people to touch the nations
in Jesus name
come on give the Lord a shadow praise


